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GDP: Growing More than Potential

- Real GDP (1Q/’17): +1.8%(SAAR). Deflation gap has been narrowing
  - Real economy has been expanding more than potential (mid-1%'s) since ’15.
  - Output gap: Negative gap has been narrowing (OECD: ▲1.2% in ’17). Positive?

Source: Eurostat
CPI : Picking Up with Disparity

- ’17/4 : CPI (YoY) +1.9%, Core (ex. Food & Energy) +1.2%
  - Although some noise by seasonal adjustment elevated the recent level, inflation pressure has been trending up. Disparity among members : Not narrowed much
  - Pullout of monetary accommodation would uncover the downward adjustment pressure in weaker economies together with bad debt issues.

Source: Eurostat
Leverage: In the Course of Adjustment

- Private debt / GDP: Under B/S adjustment pressure
  - Still adjustment pressure exists, presumably centered in countries such as Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece & Spain.
NPL: Peaked-out but Stay High in Some Area

- Non-performing Loan Ratio: Well-tamed but still high in some countries
  - Those in Greece, Portugal, Italy and Ireland are still higher than 15%, although Ireland marked a large drop recently. It has moved higher in Portugal.

(Note) No data for Greece as of '15/06.

Source: EBA
**Target 2 : Covered Support through ECB**

- Liquidity supply through ECB: Swelled. From stronger to weaker
  - Outstanding balance of Target 2 started to swell again since ’14/6
  - Interbank market has not been effectively functioning.

![Graph of ECB Target2 Balances](source: ECBm, Eurosystem)

![Graph of ECB Target2 Balances Change (’14/6–’17/3)](source: ECB, Eurosystem)
Credit Derivatives: Very Large in Europe

- B/S of credit derivatives across national boarder: 75% in Europe

Credit Derivatives: Very Large in Europe

CDS Cross-border transaction amount by location

- US, 21%
- Japan
- Others
- Europe, 75%

Source: BIS

※ As of the end of 2016.
※ Nominal amount outstanding.
※ Based on transactions with reporting dealers.
GSIFIs : Too Big to be Rescued

- Big Banks in Europe: Very large relative to GDP in some countries
  - (UK, Switzerland) & France: Large banks’ assets are very large vs. nominal GDP
  - Regardless of Bank Union, basically each sovereign government has the initial responsibility about prudence of each bank.
Government Bonds : Less Correlated Now

◆ Causality relations in Euro Government Bonds Market : Lowered
  – Causality in volatilities : Down. Waiting for another financial risk to be correlated and/or market is focusing upon country-specific situation in the election season?
  – “ The next financial crisis would be a catalyst for solid Euro Bank Union”

(Note) The result of the Granger causality test with 10 year bond index (26 weeks volatility, local currency).

Y → X : The null hypothesis is not rejected for case Y does not Granger cause X at 1%.
Y → X : The null hypothesis is not rejected for case Y does not Granger cause X at 5%.

Source : Datastream
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General Disclaimers
Asset Management One Co., Ltd. conducts its discretionary investment advisory business as a registered and licensed investment advisor under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act of Japan. The discretionary investment advisory business involves entering into contracts under which Asset Management One Co., Ltd. is entrusted fully or partially with investment decisions based on analyses of the value of marketable securities as well as the authority necessary to make investments on behalf of the clients based on such analyses.
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Asset Management One Singapore Pte. Ltd., previously known as DIAM Singapore Pte. Ltd. was established in April 2008 as 100% subsidiary of Asset Management One Co., Ltd., previously known as DIAM Co., Ltd.

A complete list and description of composites of Asset Management One Singapore Pte. Ltd. and/or Asset Management One Co., Ltd. and/or a presentation that adheres to the GIPS standards are available upon request.

For this presentation material
- This documentation was prepared by Asset Management One Co., Ltd. and distributed by Asset Management One Singapore Pte. Ltd. hereafter referred as Asset Management One.
- This documentation is for investors who have made or are to make a contract of investment advisory service with Asset Management One.
- This documentation was prepared for professional investors only.
- This documentation is required to be used only by the investor to whom it is distributed.
- This documentation was prepared using data that Asset Management One Co., Ltd. has judged to be reliable. However, Asset Management One does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy. Additionally, the published data are only indicative of past performance and do not provide a guarantee of future performance.
- The contents included in this documentation are only current as of the date this documentation was prepared (May 15th, 2017) and are subject to change without notice.
- Data concerning operational achievements and other results included in this documentation are from a representative fund, and may differ depending on the investors’ actual transactions.
- Invested assets may diminish due to fluctuations in stock or bond markets as well as other causes. The investor shall assume responsibility for such losses.
- The intellectual property and all other rights pertaining to the data published in this documentation including benchmark indices shall remain the property of the publisher and licensor.